
New Package Travel Directive 

• The new regulations will be published on 16th April ahead of implementation on 1st 
July. Guidance notes will also be issued on 1st July, followed by a series of training 
sessions BEIS will hopefully resource (BEIS will confirm when draft Regulations are 
issued). 

 
• The Tourism Alliance (which CPT are a member of and thus BCH) will be involved in 

the drafting of the guidance, as will Trading Standards and the CAA/DfT. For non-
flight packages as well as flight-inclusive Linked Travel Arrangements and non-flight 
Linked Travel Arrangements Trading Standards will be responsible for enforcement. 
BEIS also confirmed that the CAA will be responsible for enforcement in the new 
Regulations. Expect a pragmatic and lenient approach to linked travel arrangements 
(LTA) in 2018 while businesses get to grips with the new regulations.  

 
• Despite aspirations, the Government has decided against a register of organisations 

operating non-flight packages. Trading Standards felt this was one of the most 
important elements of enforcement under the new Regulations, matching the CAA’s 
list of ATOL holders but BEIS argued the Directive was described as maximum 
harmonisation and if they agreed to the register this would breach this requirement. 

 
• A package is formed from 2 or more of accommodation, transport, car rental and 

significant “other tourism services”. To be significant the other tourism service needs 
to be at least 25% of the value of the package or an essential part of the package i.e 
a trip to the theatre, where the theatre ticket may not be 25% of the value of the 
package but forms an essential/significant part of the package. A package has to be 
for a trip over 24 hours or including overnight accommodation. 

 
• A LTA provides only limited protection. If you “facilitate” a LTA you are only liable for 

your own insolvency protection and not the other providers/suppliers of the other LTA 
elements. A LTA is formed when 2 travel services are purchased separately from a 
single website, or from a single point of sale (i.e. a travel agent) or when a customer 
purchases from one website and is targeted by another website to separately 
purchase another travel service all within 24 hours. The second trader notifies the 
original trader that a LTA is formed. Then the customer is notified through a standard 
information form that a LTA is formed and that this is not a package. The 
effectiveness of LTA arrangements will be monitored ahead of Package Travel 
Regulations 3 which are already being discussed in the EU. 

 
• There is also the case of travel service arrangements which constitute a package. As 

stated in the point above, if you purchase a travel service from a single point of sale 
(e.g. a travel agent or a website who “facilitates” the sale) and then are targeted by 
the facilitator to another website or travel service supplier and your payment details, 
name and email address are passed to this other travel service supplier, this 
becomes a package.     
 

• The Trading Charter will be amended to reflect the changes when the Regulations 
are published. The new rules will affect all businesses and Trading Standards will 
help advise BCH/CPT on the changes, so please contact John Miller or Ray Coyne in 
the first place but even if you are bonded these new regulations will affect your 
operations e.g. The PTR’s allow customers to “transfer their package” if they are, 
“prevented from travelling”, but they have to provide proof of, for example, a serious 
illness. The new PTD turns this into an “absolute” right to transfer their package as 
long as they give reasonable notice (7 days) but the consumer is only responsible for 
reasonable costs. 
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Operator Questions 

• "A combination of travel services should be considered to be a package where the 
traveller’s name, payment details and email address is transmitted between the 
traders and where another contract is concluded in the latest 24 hours after the 
booking of the first travel service is confirmed" 

- How important is the 'and' in that sentence?  Very important 

- If we are not transferring payment details, does that mean this does not apply to us?   If the 
payment details, email address and name are not transferred, then as long as another travel 
service is purchased a Linked Travel Arrangement will be formed not a package 

 
A package will be a combination of at least two different travel services for the same trip or 
holiday”… 
                          i)   If sold under ONE contract, it’s a package (like now) 
                         ii)   If sold under SEPARATE contracts, it can be a package but only if…….. 

a) it’s sold at a ‘single point of sale’(e.g. a travel agent) where the travel services have been 
selected by the consumer BEFORE payment is made 

b) it’s sold at a TOTAL price (e.g. the Travel Republic case) 

c) it’s sold as advertised as a package holiday 

d) it’s bought online from SEPARATE traders where the consumers NAME, PAYMENT 
DETAILS & Email are transferred to the second website (click-throughs) 

As now, ‘packages’, will benefit from full financial protection, including repatriation and the 
proper performance of the contract. 
 

• How will LTA impact services travelling into Europe - i.e. a coach which is travelling 

on a ferry? Does crossing a border make any difference?  Not applicable  
 

• Does PTD cover a coach journey of more than 24 hours where a customer has 

changed coach and coach provider but purchased from one seller? For example, a 

passenger travelling from London to Madrid may travel on a National Express coach 

and an ALSA coach.   Needs to be 2 different types of service such as 

accommodation, car rental and other tourism service.  
 

• How will PTD impact links to other providers displayed on our website and how will 

this impact links which we put in our confirmation emails?  Simply providing 

information and links will not constitute a LTA being formed. Does us receiving 

commission on either of these change anything?  LTA if receive commission. 

 
• What protection will we need to have if we are selling LTA but not full packages? Will 

we still need to be bonded and insured as per current package travel regulations? 
The new PTD talks about the “facilitator” of a LTA who provides the second travel 
service. The question highlights the inconsistency between packages and a LTA. For 
a LTA, if you are the facilitator, you will only have to provide insolvency protection for 
your element of the arrangements. If the LTA includes other travel services, these do 
not need to be protected by yourselves. You will not be liable for the other provider.  

 
The regulations mention we must prove we can provide proof of refund and 
repatriation, would we be expected to refund the additional service (e.g. 
accommodation) or just the coach ticket? Coach ticket. How would we prove 
repatriation and refund ability? There are a number of ways of indicating what 
protection you provide for the purposes of Reg 16(1) and (2). It could be a bond (e.g. 
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a BCH bond), Insurance, or a Trust Account. These methods of protection are 
unlikely to change in the new PTD. 
 

• Admission to a concert or festival does not constitute a LTA. What if the festival ticket 

is more than 24 hours? e.g. a weekend Glastonbury ticket and what if it is a camping 

ticket, does that constitute accommodation and then become a LTA/package?  Yes 

package as transport and significant other tourism service (entry ticket) over 25% of 

cost of the package. 

 

• To what extent are LTA governed the same as a package? For example, for a 

package we would need to rehouse the customer in case of accommodation problem. 

Is this the same for a LTA?  No 

 

• Are LTA applicable if a third party product is sold after 24 hours?  No 

 

• Do we have any responsibilities to ensure hotel providers who are promoting our 

services to their guests are compliant with LTA regulations?  No only liable for own 

insolvency. Does anything change for us if the sale of our product creates a LTA for 

our partner?  Inform partner that a LTA has been formed. 

 

 


